Daring Her Education
Words from Father Kentenich to the couples, Milwaukee, 1955

You see, what we had declared in 1912 ̶ selfeducation ̶ was no longer sufficient… Someone
else, who would always accompany the boys,
had to take their education into her hands.
Before this, the spiritual director was the
educator who inspired self-education. Now,
however, what mattered was drawing down the
Blessed Mother from heaven, as it were. She
should, so to speak, be right here with the boys,
making her abode in Schoenstatt, and taking
their education into her hands. This is really the
whole story. This is the hour that Schoenstatt
was born!
There is a third thought. The spiritual director,
who was an educator heart and soul, said clearly
to the boy’s ‘And if Our Lady would now
answer: ‘Yes, I’ll take care of it right away,’
then we would say, ‘No, no, that’s not what we
mean; that’s not what we want. We want to do
our part!’ We want to draw her down through
our cooperation, through our own sacrifices of
self-education.’ It was in this spirit that we later
came up with the motto that applies in every
country where Schoenstatt is found: Nothing
without you, MTA, nothing without us!
With that the entire strength of one’s energy is
drawn into the process of education. It is not
therefore ‘relax and enjoy’ but ‘cooperate,
cooperate, cooperate!’ The same thing is true
today, and for every single one of us.
In summary one could therefore say: In 1912, in
the beginning it was the self-education that
stood in the forefront, though admittedly under

the protection of Mary. The boys and their
spiritual director stood in the forefront, while
the Blessed Mother was there and could help us.
Then [in 1914] it was: SHE is here and she
educates. Here, in the shrine, she has her throne.
And what does she educate? Here, in the shrine,
she has her throne. And what does she do? What
is her task? To educate the boys to become firm
characters and free personalities! (…)
Our attitude is much different from the usual
way of looking at Mary. Our Lady is usually
pictured sitting by a warm fire, ready to help
and spoil us at a moment’s notice.
But for us she is a leader and educator. Of
course she also gives us gifts beyond measure –
but as educator! She also makes demands on us.
I must only be attentive to what she wants to ask
of me. And because she is a leader, she also
wants to lead us into battle. We want to take up
a forward position, be a crack troop which the
Blessed Mother can lead into battle, into the
battle of opposing world views. And not only
today and yesterday, but also tomorrow and the
day after!
Whether we think of ourselves or our children ̶
who among us has no difficulty today? Who
does not feel helpless today in education? We
must take seriously that in our covenant of love
with the Blessed Mother we have made an
exchange. She has taken full responsibility for
everything that is in our hearts, including the
education of our children. But we must also
contribute something ourselves; we ourselves
must live out our ideal as father and mother.■

